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About This Game

Soup: The Game is a micro-strategy experience in which you wage war against opposing microorganisms. It features
minimalistic, intuitive controls and great depth of unit interaction.

Biologists, machines and programmers have been modelling biological systems for many years. We think that it’s about time a
video-game got in on the act! This is our unique premise for Soup. We believe that battling agents, with limited interaction

types, creates an experience that is bursting with colourful action, yet deceptively strategic.

We have endeavoured to combine two well-known game mechanics: the strategic building and commanding of units coupled
with good old competitive battling! Player control input is purposefully limited but extremely tactical. You will need to keep a

close eye on the evolving battlefield and make split-second decisions on which units to employ. These decisions can be the
difference between triumphant victory and swift defeat. We have already amassed a community of fans who love sharing their

strategies and techniques with us. In short, Soup is easy to pick-up-and-play but difficult to master.
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Title: Soup: the Game
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Dewdrop Games
Publisher:
Dewdrop Games
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 Capable (Everything Made Since 2004)

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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My girlfriend and I played this game together. It is actually pretty fun (specially when you play with someone else) the controls
are simple and easy to use (though the control instructions for player 2 are actually backwards haha). For $2 you can't go wrong
here, specially since it is early access and should only get better.

Watch our full review here:
https://youtu.be/6kyw6oOkPtM. Released in March 2016 and two years later practically nothing to show for it other than a
Kongregate game.. A very simple game which will give you at least 3 minutes of enjoyable play time.

Thats it. This game is so amazing that I played for 3 minutes and got all the achievements.

Sadly to post this review i needed to have 5 minutes

10/10 for those who are perfectionists.. Sadly looks abandoned, had quite some potential, but right now there is barely anything
implemented.
The graphics are really nice, sound is enjoyable.
Not worth its price if it doesn't get a patch someday.
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IM AT SOUP!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kqbKEqzsAI. Soup is a simple game, but it has fun gameplay. The aim of the game is to
win from the Virus, this as Bacteria or Nanobots.

Gameplay
You have your collectors, mines and fighters (and you can shoot these torpedoes). These all you can spawn with one single
button Z, while holding down the Z button you can see the different units and select them like this. So your collectors collect
and grow bigger and on some point you might want to recall them using the X button before they get wiped out by the enemy
fighters. You also have mines that circle around your "base" for defensive purposes mostly. Then you have fighters, these attack
enemies anywhere in the playing field by bumping in them (this eventually kills them as well). As the last unit you can use there
is the torpedo, well looks like a kamikazerun.. but anyway you can use this to directly attack the virus. Depending on the size of
you main body the units you have can be smaller or larger too.

Updates
None for a while I see, that's why I'm changing my review.

New verdict
Ok, checked it out today 26-03-2019, things changed is sound options and difficulty. It looks abandoned by now.. no new
messages ? ? ? I mean it is ok like what it is now but I'd understand if you're looking for some depth then I'd not recommend
this right now.. For a game with 2 buttons theres alot of depth and, not strategy, tactis? It kinda FEELS like a strategy game.
And the multiplayer is awesome!

I like RTS games, so, while it's not quite an RTS, I do look at it like you've got your miners, your defenders, your scouts, and
your missiles.

I generally make a bunch of miners, then I try to get some defenders up before launching a missile, if its positioned properly,
and then definately getting a couple scouts to keep the 'neutral creeps' (as I think of them) at bay.

From there pretty much all bets are off and I just try to ruin the enemy.

Also viruses are the master race. Never play anything else.. Sadly looks abandoned, had quite some potential, but right now there
is barely anything implemented.
The graphics are really nice, sound is enjoyable.
Not worth its price if it doesn't get a patch someday.. QUICK THOUGHTS: Take Agar.io or Mitos.is, make it stationary 1v1,
and you get Soup. The game itself isn't bad, but bare bones definitely sums it up. You have four "attacks", one of which collects
more bacteria or nanobots to increase your bacteria or nanobot's health (whichever you chose to fight as). Use "minefield"
attacks as defense, "hunters" for a reason I'm still not sure on (I believe gathering at greater distances), as well as torpedo attacks
to hurt your foe.

The gameplay is simple, though the lack of a tutorial or instructions beyond three explanations on the title screen, leave you
scratching your head a it. However, I leaned hitting the x button will also push out surrounding ally bateria or drones to defend
against attacks. Even after fifteen minutes, I wished there was a simple\/quick tutorial to understand how the game mechanics
worked exactly.

There's also no options menu that I could find, which also would have been nice to help with the music (which is pretty catchy,
admittedly), as well as screen size and graphics quality. It's something small, but it would help. Hopefully some future on-line
multiplayer would be interesting. Also would love some more playable bacteria or bots, as well as enemies. Fighting the same
virus over and over got boring real quick. Even the ability to play as the virus itself would be nice.

As it stands, competent, though could be a lot better. It's a promising title, don't get me wrong. But that doesn't mean it's the
most enjoyable, especially on a single player level. It's a bare bones experience at the time of writing this down, snd needs more
room to grow before being something really worth your time, even from a casual point of view.. the idea is prety good but it
needs work it needs a tutorial it needs options for sound and stuff and i thing the ai is too strong. A very simple game, that will
give you about 2 minutes of fun. Maybe less. Two years in early access, no tutorial, no graphic options, looks and feels
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unfinished. There are many bettter games about microorganisms on Steam.... HORRIBLE!!!! Get online multi play inputed then
ill say its good...
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